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ABSTRACT

Two new astronomy packages, Naval Observatory Vector Astrometry Subroutines/Jet

Propulsion Laboratory (NOVAS/JPL) and Berger (1978), have been installed in the Center for

Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies (COLA) atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM). 

These provide much greater accuracy and flexibility in representing the Sun’s position as seen by

the Earth’s atmosphere in both realistic settings as well as those involving paleoclimate

simulations and constrained astronomical parameter experiments.  Their computational

efficiency provide low cost for any period of time being simulated.  Details and implementation

are discussed.  The errors are also reviewed and comparisons are made with the original Spencer

(1971) astronomy calculation.  The accuracy and speed these new codes obtain make them well

suited for installation into any AGCM.



1.  Introduction

Many factors affect the uncertainty in representing future atmospheric states when using

atmospheric models.  These include uncertainties in measurement and model representation of

the initial state; the measurement, representation and evolution of boundary condition fields; and

uncertainties in computing local physical processes and non-local dynamical processes either

directly or parametrically.  The interaction of these uncertainties is highly complex and forms a

very large field of research.  The non-linear properties of atmospheric simulation assure at least

some sensitivity to any uncertainty present.  It is thus useful and desirable to reduce any

uncertainty where possible, especially if this can be done economically.  The location of the Sun

and the amount of its radiation visible at the top of the atmosphere at a given moment in time can

now be very accurately and quickly computed.  While the main advantage of this accuracy is a

better representation of the radiative state at a given moment when simulating actual real events

as is done in data assimilation and numerical weather prediction, the economy of using these

accurate yet rapid solar astronomy calculations makes it convenient to use them over longer time

scales as well.  Since solar radiation is the primary forcing in atmospheric models, there should

always be at least some benefit to reducing its uncertainty.

Atmospheric simulations often involve representing both realistic situations and less

realistic situations such as those constraining one or more parameters or using artificial calendar

systems.  To best treat each of these types of situations, two new astronomy packages have been

added to the Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies (COLA) Atmospheric General

Circulation Model (AGCM).  For realistic situations the Naval Observatory Vector Astrometry

Subroutines/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NOVAS/JPL) astronomy package has been added, and



for more general situations and for much longer time spans the Berger (1978) package based on

the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Climate Model version 3.6.6 (NCAR

CCM3.6.6) implementation has been added.

The International Astronomical Union (IAU) is the governing and peer reviewing body

regarding astronomical standards.  New measurements and theories have led to rapid changes in

the state-of-the-science of astronomy.  As a result, there are three succeeding standards of the

IAU that are of concern here: the older Fundamentalkatalog 4 (FK4) B1950 epoch, the standard

FK5 J2000 epoch used by the NOVAS/JPL package in the model and the newest International

Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF, http://maia.usno.navy.mil/ICRF/ ) also using the J2000 epoch. 

There is a NOVAS/JPL package now available based on the ICRF, but it has not been

implemented here, for a number of reasons: the documentation is more widely distributed in

journal articles, and thus it is more difficult for a non-astronomer to get a comprehensive review

of it; the differences between the FK5 and ICRF versions are too small to have any recognizable

advantage for the ICRF version; there is no easily acquired independent set of data or self-

contained program to validate implementation; and the more extensive JPL DE406 long-term

ephemerides (orbital positions covering the years -3000 to +3000) are not included since

additional or significantly modified equations are required by the NOVAS to cover the period. 

When some or all these issues are resolved and when time permits, the newer NOVAS/JPL

package will be installed.

In the next section a brief description of the new and original astronomical packages is

given.  In section 3 implementation and other details are discussed.  Section 4 shows how the

results of the astronomy packages are transformed into coordinates for model use.  The errors in

the astronomy packages are described in section 5, and the conclusions are reviewed in section 6. 



The two appendixes serve as a user’s guide with Appendix A detailing user modifiable

parameters through NAMELISTs or code changes, and Appendix B describing use and

maintenance of tables used by the NOVAS/JPL astronomy.   

2.  Description of the astronomy packages

A. NOVAS/JPL astronomy

The Naval Observatory Vector Astrometry Subroutines (NOVAS, Version F1.1

http://aa.usno.navy.mil/AA/software/novas/old_novas_f/novasf_info.html) can be used as a self-

contained package or with greater accuracy with the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

DE200 ephemerides (ftp://navigator.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/ephem/export/README).  This includes

both a data set and a set of subroutines that can be called from NOVAS.  Together they provide a

highly accurate, well documented package.  This has been the basis for the Astronomical

Almanac and was released as separate PC and Mac based programs on a single CD-ROM: the

U.S. Naval Observatory Multiyear Interactive Computer Almanac, version 1.5 (MICA1.5)

covering the years 1990-2005.  MICA1.5 was used to verify correct installation of the

NOVAS/JPL astronomy package.  Because of its high accuracy, this has now become the default

astronomy option in the COLA AGCM.  The NOVAS/JPL astronomy package requires the use

of the Gregorian calendar (see section 3).

As implied by the word astrometry, the NOVAS provides fairly high precision results not

seen in AGCMs before.  While this precision exceeds the requirements for all AGCMs and many

regional models, its economy of use assures that continued increasing resolution in any

atmospheric model will maintain sufficiently accurate Sun position computation without



recoding.  Details on the multi-step process in determining the equatorial coordinate positions

given by the NOVAS can be found in Hohenkerk et al. (1992).

The JPL DE200 covers the years 1583 to 2169 and thus gives a lengthy period for

simulating past, present and future climate situations.  Because the ephemerides (orbital

positions) are represented by Chebyshev polynomial expansions covering intervals of 32 days,

little time is required for their computation.  In the past, this would have required costly

multiperiod, trigonometric evaluations to obtain anything close to the precision represented by

the Chebyshev polynomials.  Details on the method of computing the Chebyshev coefficients and

the ephemerides in general can be found in Standish et al. (1992).  Included with the planetary

ephemerides (DE200) are the lunar ephemerides (LE200).  These may be of interest to those who

wish to include tidal forcing in their model, e.g. estuarial flow into the ocean. 

B. Berger astronomy

When a Gregorian calendar cannot be used, such as coupling to an ocean general

circulation model that does not have a Gregorian calendar option, or when simulating time

periods outside the JPL DE200 ephemerides, or when one or more orbital parameters are being

set explicitly, the Berger (1978) astronomy option becomes the best choice.  While FK4 based, it

should give reasonably accurate Sun positions for up to ±1 million years.  This has become the

standard for the Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP,

http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/pmip ) and  was well implemented in the NCAR CCM3.6.6 code.  To

generalize and further refine the code, some small changes and additions were made.  These are

discussed in section 3.



C. Spencer astronomy

The Spencer (1971) astronomy was the original code used in earlier versions of the

COLA AGCM.  These equations are also found in Paltridge and Platt (1976).  In the earlier

versions of the COLA model there was an error in this code.  This error was using the equation

of time with the wrong sign in determining the local zenith angle.  This implicitly was the same

as using the wrong sign in determining the Greenwich Hour Angle (see below).  This error has

now been corrected.  The Spencer (1971) code seems to be FK4 based but is based on the year

1950 only and has limited accuracy.  Use in other years or with year lengths other than 365 days

gives even larger errors (see section 5).  This option is retained for backward compatibility with

older versions of the model and for cross-comparison with other models which still use it.  It is

not recommended for general use.  It will likely be removed in future versions.

3.  Implementation

A. Joint details

As a part of the implementation in this model, a separate designation is needed to

distinguish between the day-of-year, sometimes called Julian day, and the astronomical Julian

day used for determining and recording astronomical positions and phenomena.  All references in

the model to day-of-year as Julian day have been replaced with day-of-year and the term Julian

day is used only for the astronomical Julian day.  As will be discussed below, a further

distinction is made between calendar day-of-year, which corresponds to the conventional day-of-

year starting with 1.0 for 00:00:00UT (UT, Universal Time, replaces Greenwich Mean Time, see

section 3.C) 1 January, 2.0 for 00:00:00UT 2 January, etc.; and model day-of-year, which when



using non-leap year calendars begins with 0.0 for 00:00:00UT 1 January and continues until

23:59:59.99...UT 31 December (or other last day of the year) is reached which is just less than

the year length (usually 365).  The model day-of-year then becomes more scalable.

The astronomical Julian day should not be confused with the Julian calendar system.  The

astronomical Julian day begins at 12UT 1 January 4713 BC.  The Julian calendar system,

introduced in 46 BC, begins standard counting on 1 January 1 AD.  In 1582 the Julian calendar

system setting leap years every 4 years was replaced by the Gregorian calendar which has leap

years every 4 years expect in century years not divisible by 400.  The Gregorian calendar has

been generally adopted throughout the world and serves as an international civil calendar.  The

Gregorian calendar system is now the default calendar in the COLA AGCM.  See Doggett (1992)

for a further discussion of calendars.

The three astronomy packages are interfaced through a single subroutine, SUNPOS, so

that present details and any future changes are kept well separated from the rest of the AGCM.  It

also makes it easier to port these packages to other models or to add other astronomy packages if

desired.

B. NOVAS/JPL astronomy

The NOVAS/JPL package contains several duplicate function subroutines of which one

must be selected.  Those selected are:

SOLSYS Version 2-DA which interfaces with the JPL DE200 ephemerides

NOD Version 1F (fast version to determine the Earth’s nutation)

SUNFLD Version 2 with no gravity light bending from the Sun  

FSIZER2 Sometimes used to open the ephemerides data set



These choices seem to provide sufficient accuracy as results are in agreement with the MICA1.5. 

Since the Sun only acts as a light source and is never interposed between other objects in these

calculations, the no-light bending option was selected.  Other selections of subroutines and those

not involved in Sun position calculation, such as those involved in star positions, have not been

included here.

To provide greater portability and obtain closer compliance with the new proposed coding

standards (http://nsipp.gsfc.nasa.gov/infra/rules.ps), the NOVAS/JPL code was updated to

Fortran 90.  These updates generally fall into five cases:

1. COMMON blocks were replaced with MODULES with identical names and contents.

2. All variables and arrays are explicitly typed.

3. All arguments have their INTENT attribute included in their declarations.

4. Some Fortran 90 features, such as simple array syntax, were used to add code readability.

5. To assure adequate precision and maintain portability, all REAL variables and arrays and

all REAL constants use the Fortran 90 KIND attribute.  The KIND requirement is

specified to have a minimum of 13 digits of precision.  On RISC/cache based machines,

such as workstations, this leads to the choice of REAL*8 (DOUBLE PRECISION) using

IEEE arithmetic.  On Cray machines REAL*8 is also selected.  The slightly lower

precision used in its single precision REAL*8 is enough to still give good agreement with

MICA1.5 calculations.

No algorithm changes occurred with these modifications.  In order to process the IEEE big

endian 8-byte ephemerides data in the Cray environment, the records are read in and converted

internally using the IEG2CRAY function.  All other subroutines not involved with data reading

remain the same.  On little endian machines, conversion to big endian representation can be done



with suitable options on open or by internally swapping the order of the data.  The selection of

these machine specific options is done during code generation preprocessing.  Other non-IEEE

based machines will require some similar processing as on Cray machines.

With the high precision of the NOVAS/JPL astronomy a distinction is needed between

geocentric (more traditional) and topocentric (more exact) origins in locating astronomical

objects.  In geocentric based positions, the exact location of the observer is at the center of a

totally transparent Earth of the same mass.  This distinction from an observer on the Earth’s

surface (topocentric origin) is generally disregarded in most astronomy calculations used in

atmospheric models which treat the Earth as a single point in space.  While more accurate, the

difference between geocentric and topocentric positions, primarily due to parallax, is less than 9

arcseconds in zenith angle or distance.  The topocentric position can be determined at slightly

greater computational expense, but the reduction in error using this origin is much smaller than

the remaining errors in refraction which are as large as 30 arcminutes (about one Sun diameter)

near sunrise and sunset.  When a detailed calculation of refraction, e.g. based on Hohenkerk et al.

(1992) section 3.281, is included in the COLA AGCM, the switch to topocentric based positions

will be made.

To compute the Sun’s equatorial coordinate position, the model date (Gregorian calendar)

and time are converted to Julian day and any fraction using Meeus (1991) equation 7.1.  An

optional adjustment from UT1 to TDT (see below) usually is also included.  With this the

apparent place of the Sun (geocentric) using the subroutine APPLAN is determined.  This gives

the right ascension, ", in hours, the declination, *, in degrees and the Earth-Sun distance in

astronomical units (AU).  The apparent place is how the Sun appears to an Earth-based observer

and includes several corrections from its geometric (true) position.  Next the Greenwich



Apparent Sidereal Time (GAST or 20) is determined using the subroutine SIDTIM.  From this

the Greenwich Hour Angle (GHA) is computed based on Meeus (1991, chapter 12): GHA=20&". 

This is fixed from 0 to 24 hours by adding or subtracting 24 as needed.  The distance is then

scaled to the mean Earth-Sun distance and not the AU defined distance from which it differs

slightly.  Finally, the model day-of-year, which includes any fraction of a day plus year-to-year

carry over (see next section), is also computed for use in other parts of the model.  With the

declination and Greenwich Hour Angle it will be shown in section 4 that the Sun’s local

horizontal coordinate position can be quickly computed.

C. Time adjustment in the AGCM using NOVAS/JPL astronomy

Since the Earth’s rate of rotation varies in the short term independently from astronomical

influences, a separate table is needed to adjust the time as standardized on the Earth to the time

used to determine the positions of the Sun and planets.  This adjustment is only needed when

using the NOVAS/JPL astronomy option.  Several definitions of time are used in astronomy of

which only a few will be discussed here.  The most fundamental of these is International Atomic

Time (TAI), which is a weighted average of several atomic clocks located throughout the world. 

This is closely related to Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT), which has recently been renamed

just Terrestrial Time (TT).  TDT will be used here as it is found in more of the references.  TDT

is the time used to determine the position of all astronomical objects and, based on observations,

is assumed to have no significant variation (<±10:s over 13 years) with respect to atomic time. 

Thus TDT is set as TAI+32.184 seconds which matches what the difference between TDT

(evolved from ephemeris time, ET) and Universal Time, UT (refined mean solar time), had

reached in 1958 when TAI was first established.  Since the Earth’s rotation has been changing



over time, it has been necessary to adjust the standard Earth time to match the Sun’s local

position.  For this purpose astronomers find it convenient to use UT1, one of several Universal

Times.  UT1 is close to the mean diurnal motion of the Sun corrected by polar motion.  The

value of UT1 is adjusted continuously to synchronize Earth rotation with TAI and TDT.  The

adjustment, )T=TDT&UT1, can be determined for past, present and future dates by linear

interpolation from a table.  For recent times, a one-quarter year interval gives enough accuracy to

match almanac values.  These values come from several sources and require updating for final

present values and for future values.  The sources and update procedure are described in

Appendix B.

UT1 is the standard time used in the model when using the NOVAS/JPL astronomy.  If

simulations are expected to run significantly past the last date in the )T table (about 12-13 years

from present), one can use TDT as the model time using a NAMELIST option.  Such simulations

should use TDT throughout the integration period.  The more generally recognized Coordinated

Universal Time (UTC) is set as TAI plus an integer such that it is within 0.9 seconds of UT1.  To

maintain this, leap seconds are added as needed usually at the end of the year or at the end of

June.  One second could also be removed at these times if needed.  Since adjusting for these one-

second changes in this fashion requires a time step change using a table for which it is difficult to

estimate future dates, UT1 becomes the easier time standard to implement in the model.  In this

sense the model time is considered the correct time and the astronomical time is adjusted to it

rather than the reverse which actually occurs.  This small difference is indistinguishable in any

other physical sense in the model.  When running the model, output time is labeled UT1 if the

NOVAS/JPL astronomy is used and TDT is set .FALSE.  Otherwise output time is labeled UT to

indicate a less precisely defined Universal Time.  More details of astronomical time definitions,



history and uses can be found in Seidelmann et al. (1992).

D. Berger astronomy

As with the NOVAS/JPL astronomy code, the Berger (1978) code as implemented in

NCAR CCM3.6.6 model uses constants and calculations that exceed 32-bit arithmetic precision. 

In the same vein rather than requiring DOUBLE PRECISION declarations on some machines

and REAL declarations on others, the Fortran 90 KIND attribute can be used to assure adequate

precision on whatever machine it is running on.  Other Fortran 90 changes, similar to those

carried out in the NOVAS/JPL code were implemented in the Berger (1978) code. 

To provide output consistent with NOVAS/JPL, the inverse distance squared is converted

to the Earth-Sun distance in AU, here assumed to be the mean Earth-Sun distance.

In the NCAR CCM3.6.6 implementation the Sun’s position based on the Earth’s orbit is

assumed to follow its mean position.  This, while close, can be improved.  Enough information is

provided that the Sun’s actual position or right ascension, ", can be computed directly using the

Meeus (1991) equation 12.3 with the assumption that the Sun’s celestial latitude is zero, which it

is to within about one arcsecond.  Using Berger’s notation the equation for right ascension is:

tan
cos sin

cos
α

ε λ

λ
=

Since the Berger (1978) formulas do not include short time period effects of nutation nor the

nearly constant effect of aberration (celestial longitude shift of the Sun in the time light travels

from the Sun to the Earth), the difference between the Sun’s actual position and mean position,

specifically the Meeus (1991) equation of time (27.1), reduces to E=8m&".  Note the mean



longitude, 8m, and the right ascension are measured in the ecliptical (celestial) and equatorial

planes respectively.  With E the Greenwich Hour Angle (GHA) can be determined using Yallop

and Hohenkerk (1992) equation (9.311-3) and representing E in hours (Eh=E°/15=12Erad/B) as

GHA=UT+12+E with GHA fixed from 0 to 24 by adding or subtracting 24 as needed, and UT is

the Universal Time (see section 3.C) also in hours.  As will be shown in section 4, with the

Greenwich Hour Angle and the declination, *, the local horizontal coordinate position of the Sun

can be readily determined.

The last change involves calendar alignment.  Since the longer term orbital parameters are

set at the beginning and only changed at the start of each calendar year, there is less dependence

on calendar date with this code.  The change in orbital position is relatively small and

discontinuities become apparent only when higher order differences are examined.  This fixed

calendar year change in orbital parameters allows years to have arbitrary lengths, or to have no

leap years, follow Julian leap year rules or follow Gregorian leap year rules when year lengths are

365 days.  Nevertheless, the time of the vernal equinox remains important and cannot vary or

only vary in a limited way due to the other assumptions in the code.  The actual vernal equinox

varies somewhat within a range of a couple of days due to planetary and other influences as well

as the leap year cycle.  Even if a realistic year length is used with Gregorian calendar rules, some

drift from the correct time of vernal equinox will occur once the choice of vernal equinox is fixed 

in the model.  Even the nearly correct choice of 365.2422 days for the year length does not

prevent this.  The NCAR CCM3.6.6 code does not have leap years and has fixed the time of the

vernal equinox to 12UT 21 March.  This is the PMIP specified value, but is not a good choice for

present time simulations as only 5% of the time does the vernal equinox occur at or later than this

over ±400 years based on Meeus (1991) March equinox equation in table 26.B.  Since fixed



length years and two types of leap years are allowed in the COLA AGCM, each is aligned

differently.

For fixed year lengths the median value, 16:42UT 20 March, of the ±400 year vernal

equinox times is used when the year length is exactly 365 days.  For year lengths in whole days

longer or shorter than 365, its model day-of-year value, 78.6958333, is scaled by the ratio the

year length divided by 365.

For year lengths of exactly 365.25 Julian leap year rules are assumed.  For good long-

term agreement the values of 06UT March 20 for leap years, 12UT March 20 for years with

remainder 1 when divided by 4, 18UT March 20 for years with remainder 2 and 00UT March 21

for years with remainder 3 are used.  The method used to accomplish this is to fix the calendar

day-of-year value of the vernal equinox to 79.5 (for the 12UT March 20 years) and the calendar

day-of-year (calday=model day-of-year + 1) used to determine the Sun position at a given

moment in the Berger code is adjusted from year to year so that each succeeding year is 6 hours

(1/4 day) behind the previous year until the next leap year when the additional day restores the

cycle.  The corresponding model day-of-year determined in this way is also used for interpolation

in other parts of the model.  This avoids having to adjust several fixed date values for leap year

changes.

For year lengths of 365.2425 Gregorian calendar rules are assumed.  Here a 400 year

cycle shifting by 97/400 day each year and adjusted when leap years occur is used starting 2001

(or 1601, 2401, etc.).  A correspondingly more complex model day-of-year (and calendar day-of-

year) is calculated.  The vernal equinox for this is set to the mean (not actual) value of the vernal

equinox in 2001 plus a 2 minute bias correction from the ±400 year times.  This time is 13:17UT

20 March.  This value with the Gregorian calendar gives close agreement with the NOVAS/JPL



near the present time, but depending of the time period selected may not be the best choice.  

A final option of 365.2422 for the year length indicates the selection of the Atmospheric

Model Intercomparison Project II (AMIP II, http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/amip2/) astronomy

recommendation with the specified year length and fixed long-term orbital parameters.  This is

generally more accurate over the AMIP period, 1979-96, than the general Gregorian calendar

alignment, but quickly loses its accuracy outside this period.  All other choices of year length are

rejected.  The user can instead specify the time of the vernal equinox and take over responsibility

of the calendar alignment (see Appendix A).

E. Spencer astronomy

For consistency with the other two astronomy options, the Spencer (1971) code has

undergone the same Fortran 90 changes.  The calculation of model day-of-year is the same as

done for the Berger(1978) astronomy and is the argument for the Spencer (1971) equations.  The

Greenwich Hour Angle and Earth-Sun distance are also adjusted as done with Berger.

4.  Transformation to local horizontal coordinates

Since all three astronomy packages give geocentric based values of declination and

Greenwich Hour Angle, GHA, they can undergo the same transformation to local horizontal

coordinates.  The local horizontal coordinate of greater interest is the zenith angle (called zenith

distance by astronomers).  This is computed in the same fashion as determining distances along

great circles of arc.  Using zenith angle, z, in instead of altitude, h, Meeus (1991) equation 12.6

becomes:



cos sin  sin + cos  cos  cos z H= ϕ δ ϕ δ

Where * is the declination, ϕ is the local latitude and H is the local hour angle.  While this is fine

for single point calculations, it involves extra computation for calculating over several points.  If

instead the time and space varying local hour angle is replaced by the sum of the space invariant

GHA and the time invariant local longitude, L, and using the usual trigonometric sum angle

formula, we get:

cos z = sin ϕ sin * + cos ϕ cos * (cos GHA cos L & sin GHA sin L)

The sines and cosines of latitude and longitude can be precalculated and saved.  The sines and

cosines of * and GHA, which have been converted to radians, need only be computed once per

time call.  The resulting cos z then only involves 5 easily computed products, a difference and a

sum at each point.  For cases where the Earth’s surface is highly sloped or has anisotropic albedo,

the azimuth, A, may also be needed.  Based on Meeus (1991) equation 12.5 this can be computed

by:

tan  =  
sin GHA cos  +  cos GHA sin 

(cos GHA cos  -  sin GHA sin ) sin  cos 
A

L L

L L ϕ δ ϕ− tan

The azimuth is measured from the south, and 180° or B radians need to be added to get azimuth

measured from the north.  Currently, this is not computed in the COLA AGCM.  To assure

accuracy, these calculations should be done in high precision arithmetic, i.e. same as is used in

the rest of the astronomy calculations.

These calculations are point specific.  In the COLA AGCM it is assumed that each point

is the center of its Gaussian grid box and that the resulting calculations serve as an average for

that box.  As resolution increases this assumption converges.  While this assumption is less



accurate at lower resolution, efforts to compute this more accurately by integrals or quadratures

seem excessive given larger errors found elsewhere.

5.  Errors in Sun position

As stated earlier the NOVAS/JPL astronomy calculations are within displayed precision

of the MICA1.5 calculations.  Specifically, the apparent geocentric positions fall within ±0.01

arcseconds for declination, ±0.001 seconds for right ascension and ±1×10&9 AU for distance. 

Using apparent topocentric positions zenith distances and azimuths are both within ±0.1

arcseconds.  This does not mean that the NOVAS/JPL calculations are error free, but they do

match the small errors well documented in MICA1.5 and the stated references.  It will be

assumed that using up-to-date )T tables, the NOVAS/JPL results will serve as the baseline for

comparing with the other astronomy calculations.  Only geocentric based error calculations will

be shown.

Figure 1 shows the error over the last 100 years for the Berger astronomy in Earth-Sun

distance compared with the NOVAS/JPL distance.  The values shown are for each day at 00UT

using the Gregorian calendar alignment for Berger as mentioned above.  Values remain small

throughout this period (< 9×10&5 AU=13,500 km, about one Earth diameter) with little long-term

variation and with monthly movement about the Earth-Moon barycenter (center of mass)

showing the largest variation.  This is due to the near circular orbit of the Earth about the Sun and

other dynamical constraints.  For similar reasons the error in the Greenwich Hour Angle at 00UT

(GHA0) shown in figure 2 also remains small ( < 3 seconds) with little long-term variation but

with less lunar dependency.  In both figures a 24-year periodicity may be seen.  This is likely due



to the influences of Jupiter and Venus because of their size and proximity and that slightly fewer

than 22 synodic periods (successive conjunctions with the sun) of Jupiter and slightly more than

15 synodic periods of Venus coincide with 24 Earth years.  These and other planetary and lunar

influences are absent from the Berger astronomy.  Since the value of declination has a larger

annual amplitude and is not as dynamically constrained, its error shown in figure 3 does show a

long-term variation and is generally increasing as one goes back in time.  This is due primarily to

shifts in the time of the vernal equinox resulting from the inability of the code to maintain correct

long-term alignment as stated earlier.  The errors correspond to the annual cycle of declination

with short-term lunar variations and longer-term planetary effects on amplitude.  Even at the

maximum error of 30 arcseconds the relative error is within 0.036%.  The 24-year Jupiter-Venus

effect seems less apparent and shorter-term influences, such as the 19-year lunar-solar Saros and

Metonic periods, may be present.  See Yallop and Hohenkerk (1992) for an explanation of these

different periods.  Using year lengths not corresponding with the Gregorian calendar will result in

larger errors with the Berger astronomy.  The alignment as used here is not guaranteed to give the

smallest possible errors, only reasonably small values.

Since the Spencer (1971) code is actually specific for the year 1950, its errors outside this

year will differ considerably depending on length of year used and calendar rules used.  As this

code is used primarily for backward compatibility, its errors will only be summarized here.  In

the year 1950, the errors in declination range from &0.9 to +1.8 arcminutes and are within the

stated range of 3 arcminutes.  Outside this year the errors can range as high as ±15 arcminutes

using a 365-day year length.  The errors in Earth-Sun distance range from &5 to +5.5×10&4 AU,

differ little from year to year, and align with the seasonal cycle, suggesting a change to the first

harmonic could reduce this error.  The errors in Greenwich Hour Angle (or equation of time)



range from ±45 seconds outside the year 1950 to ±37 seconds in the year 1950 as stated.  The

errors seem to be in quadrature with its annual cycle each year.  As can be seen, the errors in the

Spencer (1971) astronomy can be an order of magnitude or larger outside the year 1950 and are

still a factor of 6 larger in 1950 for declination when compared with Berger (1978).

6.  Conclusions

Two new astronomy packages have been added to the COLA AGCM which together

provide very accurate and flexible ways to represent the Sun’s position as seen by the atmosphere

extending over either centuries or up to 1 million years.  Their rapid calculation have little effect

on computer run time.  Their accuracy, particularly the NOVAS/JPL code, assure little or no

contribution to model uncertainty.  The flexibility of the Berger (1978) code enables the COLA

model to participate in any likely community based experiments involving Sun position

modification.  Both packages have good scientific documentation and can provide a great deal of

insight into many astronomical features and phenomena.  All these aspects assure the continued

use of these packages even as resolution and other details increase.



APPENDIX A: Astronomy related parameters in the model code

1. NAMELIST modifiable parameters

A. NAMCON parameters

Variable name
and dimension
(if any)

Type Default
value

Description

YRL REAL 365.2425
days

Year length in days:
365: No leap years
365.25: Julian leap year rules
365.2425: Gregorian leap year rules
365.2422: AMIP II
Other integer values scaled with respect to 365
day year

MONL(12) INTEGER /31,28,31,
 30,31,30,
 31,31,30,
 31,30,31/

Length of each month in days 
(Sum must match integer part of YRL)
MONL(2) is temporarily set to 29 during leap
years as required.

NFASTR INTEGER 68 File unit number of JPL ephemerides file when
IAST=’nova’

NFDELT INTEGER 69 File unit number of )T table when
IAST=’nova’ and TDT=.FALSE.

SWINT REAL 1.0 hours Short wave (solar) radiation calling interval in
hours.  This is also the calling interval for the
sun position.

B. NAMCTL parameters

Variable
name

Type Default
value

Description

IAST CHARACTER*4 ‘nova’ Astronomy selection variable:
‘nova’ : NOVAS/JPL 
‘berg’ : Berger 
‘spen’ : Spencer 

TDT LOGICAL .FALSE. If true, use Terrestrial Dynamical Time (TDT) 
instead of Universal Time 1 (UT1) for model
time when IAST=’nova’ 



2. Parameters requiring code modification

A. Solar constant SOLCON

The solar constant parameter (SOLCON) in the model is currently set to 1365 Watts/m2

in the BLOCK DATA subprogram BLKDAT.  It is used in the subroutine SPMSET to

compute the current solar radiation value at a given moment.  This will likely be changed

in the next version to either the Yoder (1995) value of 1367.5 Watts/m2 or something

similar to conform to new constant standards and may optionally be allowed to vary

based on satellite data and possibly extended further backward using sunspot data.  At

some point the definition of solar constant may change.   As discussed in Berger, et al.

(1993), the solar constant as currently defined is a function of the Earth’s orbital

eccentricity.  If instead the solar constant is based on the semi-axis major of the Earth’s

orbit, its value will be independent of orbital changes over long-term time periods.

B. Setting long-term Berger astronomy parameters obliq, eccen, and mvelp

Currently in the model the long-term values in the Berger astronomy of obliquity (obliq),

ε, eccentricity (eccen), e, and longitude of perihelion (mvelp), B, are set each year (nyr)

according to the current model date.  The user can instead specify these parameters by

setting nyr=2000000000 and carefully setting obliq, eccen, and mvelp as desired in the

subroutine SUNPOS.  This is currently done when the AMIP II settings are selected

(YRL=365.2422).  These parameters will be added to the NAMCON NAMELIST in

subsequent versions of the model as users familiarize themselves with their interaction

and importance.  The time of the vernal equinox, ve, may also have to be changed.



C. Setting the time of the vernal equinox, ve, in the Berger astronomy

When simulating a time period well removed from the present (typically one or more

centuries) or specifying the long-term parameters in the Berger astronomy, it may be

desirable to improve or alter the calendar alignment by changing the value of the vernal

equinox, ve, in the subroutine SUNPOS.  This value is the calendar day-of-year

(including any fraction) when the vernal equinox occurs.  The actual value calendar day-

of-year in the model will vary from year-to-year at the exact same time of the year

according to the leap year rules in use.  The user can also modify these rules by making a

separate calculation of the model day-of-year variable, doy.  Such adjustments are done

when the AMIP II settings are selected (YRL=365.2422).  These changes should only be

done when complying with intercomparison project specifications or after checking the

new alignment offline using suitable algorithms such as the Meeus (1991) March equinox

equation in table 26.B.  This parameter will also be added to the NAMCON NAMELIST

in future versions.

D. Fixing shorter-term values of Earth-Sun distance, right ascension and declination

Certain experiments may require fixing the Sun’s position to a given calendar date.  This

amounts to fixing the Earth-Sun distance, right ascension and declination.  The diurnal

cycle should still be retained.  This is best done by selecting the Berger astronomy

(IAST=’berg’) and first altering the calls to the subroutine SUNPOS in the subroutine

SPMSET.  By fixing the calendar date as desired but leaving the model hours, minutes

and seconds to vary as usual, this generally achieves the desired result.  Then in the

subroutine SUNPOS by setting the value of DAY to just IDAY instead of also including



the fraction of the day, the computed Earth-Sun distance, right ascension and declination

remain constant during the day.  Since these are now constant and the GHA is only a

function of time of day, the cosine of zenith angle, cos z, will repeat its value at each

point every day for the same time of day.  It may also be desirable to suppress the print

out of Earth-Sun distance, right ascension and declination in the subroutine SPMSET to

avoid getting repeated output lines.  This entire process may become a NAMELIST

option in some future version of the model.



APPENDIX B: Use and maintenance of )T tables

Two )T tables are provided for use with the AGCM.  The first is intended for test

purposes in order to match the values used by the MICA1.5 program.  The values from 1 July

1988 to ~1 July 2006 come directly from the MICA1.5 table.  Values after 1 January 1996 are

predicted and thus less accurate.  Prior to 1 July 1988, values from Meeus (1991) table 9.A are

used extending back to 1620.  The MICA1.5/Meeus table should only be used for offline testing. 

The second table uses values from several online documents maintained by the International

Earth Rotation Service (IERS) beginning 1 January 1962 and the same Meeus (1991) values prior

to this.  Both tables contain a header line indicating the number of entries in the table and a title

in characters giving the sources and date of the table.  This title is printed when the AGCM is run

to provide documentation.  Each entry contains the year plus decimal fraction (enough precision

to the nearest time step) followed by the value of  )T for that date.  In addition the source of the

value plus an estimate of the prediction error when appropriate are also given although these are

not read into the model.  Note that when the MICA1.5 or IERS values are given each quarter, the

fraction of the year includes whether it is a leap year or not.  The dates are thus always 1 January,

1 April, 1 July and 1 October.  For long-term predicted values these dates are less precise,

indicating their uncertainly.  In the model, the value of )T is interpolated to the exact time the

model is computing the Sun position.

The sources for the IERS portion of the IERS/Meeus )T table come from 4 or 5 specific

online documents.  These are updated at different times and at different frequencies.  Viewed

chronologically they are:



1. Observed values of UT1&TAI

(http://hpiers.obspm.fr/webiers/general/earthor/utlod/table1.html)

This table is updated approximately yearly, but requires changing the sign and adding 32.184 to

each value to get )T.  Values in this table should be considered the most accurate and replace

any different values when updating occurs.

2. IERS Bulletin B: archived smoothed daily values

(http://hpiers.obspm.fr/iers/bul/bulb/)

This table is updated monthly and the following month’s Bulletin should be used to update each

quarterly value (February, May, August and November).  The smoothed daily values (table 2 in

the Bulletin) have an entry for UT1&UTC.  If the sign of this value is changed, the integer value

for TAI&UTC is added (which may change during this time due to leap seconds , see IERS

Bulletin A mentioned below if in doubt) and 32.184 is then added, the value of )T is obtained. 

This value is too precise to match the above table.  It has been found that truncating the result

(not rounding) will match the above values.  There is enough overlap between the two tables to

check this.

3. IERS Bulletin A: finals daily values

(ftp://maia.usno.navy.mil/ser7/finals.daily)

This value from this table is needed if a quarterly date has recently passed so that no Bulletin B

value is yet available.  The tenth column is UT1&UTC as above and should be changed as above. 

Make sure that the value is observed and not predicted (I instead of P in column 9).  This table is

updated nearly daily so that an observed value should soon be available if not currently available.



4. IERS Bulletin A: short term predictions

(ftp://maia.usno.navy.mil/ser7/ser7.dat)

The values from the twice weekly table are used to provide short term predictions for up to about

one year.  UT1&UTC values may change suddenly if there is a future announced leap second. 

Otherwise the value should be changed as above.  Errors can be estimated with a provided

equation.

5. IERS Long-term predictions

(ftp://maia.usno.navy.mil/ser7/deltat.preds)

This table is updated about annually and requires no changes other than replacing entries with

more recent predictions from above.  Errors are also included.  Right click to check the date of

the file to see if it has been updated.

If more details are desired, the web page http://maia.usno.navy.mil/bulletin-a.html serves as a

good starting point.

Due to the updating procedure, the use of the IERS/Meeus )T table falls into three

periods:

1.  Hindcast period.  This includes any time falling entirely within the dates in source 1 or

source 2 above.  Since it is assumed that )T will not be changing within this period, all

simulations can be treated as hindcasts and will still have the same values when the table

is next updated.

2.  Hindcast-forecast period.  This includes those times that have the last entry from source

2 and either the source 3 entry or the first source 4 entry.  While these values should be

quite accurate, the specific table should be documented and saved with the run(s) used in



case further runs are needed for comparison.  If possible, it may be better to wait long

enough so that new source 2 values can be used to update the table and enable the period

to become a hindcast period.

3.  Forecast period.  This includes those times using sources 3, 4 or 5 only.  Depending on

the frequency and number of forecasts or simulations being done, either a fixed date table

should be used for an extended period, or the table can be updated to provide more

accurate values.  In either case, the table(s) used should be documented.

The purpose of careful documentation is to assure proper model reproducibility and

predictability.  While even daily values of )T can be used in the table, this seems unnecessary

even from an operational perspective.  It may be easier to implement though, since the values can

be obtained more automatically.
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